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Hyyerfine Structure Formulae for the Configuration P's
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Hfs interval factor formulae for the states of p's are
derived by the method of Breit and Wills. The formulae for
intermediate coupling are expressed in two forms: one
involving the coefficients C's, the other the coefficients X's,
corresponding to the representation of the functions of the

states in intermediate coupling as a linear combination of
the (jj) and the (LS) functions, respectively. The (jj)—
(LS) transformation matrices as well as the interval factor
formulae for (jj) and (LS) coupling are also given.

using eigenfunctions for a given magnetic quan-
tum number. These functions of p' states will be
represented by the state symbols with the mag-
netic quantum number, I, added as a subscript.
It is necessary in the calculations to express the
three-electron functions in terms of the one-
electron functions, which for a given j and nz

will be represented by symbols of the type (j)
The three-electron functions for the states with
m= J, expressed in terms of the one-electron
functions, are given here. The functions for other
values of m can readily be obtained from these
by the method of Gray and Wills. ' The signs of
the p' functions and also those of the p's func-
tions used in this calculation have been adjusted
so as to give magnetic energy matrices identical
with those published by Johnson. '

I. INTRODUCTION

REIT and Wills' extended the relativistic
theory of hyperfine structure to intermedi-

ate coupling and derived interval factor formulae
for the configurations sx, p p, p', p', p's. Recently
one of the writers' treated the d's configuration
by the same method. p's, a configuration with
an unpaired s electron, also merits consideration
since it usually gives rise to measurable hyperfine
separations. The formulae for this configuration
are presented here.

II. WAvE FUNcTIQNs AND INTERvAL FAcTQR
FORMULAE IN INTERMEDIATE COUPLING

The configuration p's gives rise to ten states:
one with J=3, four with J=2, four with J=1,
and one with J=O. As the relativistic treatment
of hyperfine structure must be made via (jj)
coupling, the configuration will be considered
first in this coupling. The functions representing
the states in (jj) coupling can be conveniently
thought of as arising from the coupling of the
states of p' with an s electron. The states of p'
are given in Table I. They are designated by

(3/Z, 3/Z, 3/Z) Sub group-
ie 3/2 (1/46) [(3l2)3(2 (3/2) 1/2 (3/2) —&i~].

(3/Z, 3/Z, 1/Z) Sub group-
P&/2 = (1/V 6) [(3/2) 3/~& (3/'2) &/2t (1/'2) &/&]

p3/Q(1/+5)(1/g6)[(3/2)3/Oy(3/2)

(1/2) gg2] —(2/+5) (1/Q6)

X [(3/2) 3pg, (3/2) ggg, (1/2) p2].

(pg(g"' ——(1/Q2) (1/Q6) [(3/2) 3)2, (3/2) g(2,

(1/ ) U~] —( /V'2)( /v'6)

(3/2) y/2) (1/2) y/g]

TABLE I. States of p',

(ji, j~, j3) =(3/2, 3/2, 3/2); (3/2, 3/2, 1/2); (3/2, 1/2, 1/2)

Resultant J=
Symbol

3/2 ; 5/2 3/2 1/2; 3/2
y3/2 q&5/0 ~3/2 ~1/2 g3/2

Greek letters with their J values indicated by X[(3/2)
superscripts.

The calculations can be made expediently by (3/Zi ~/Zi //Z) Sub group.

*This research was carried out during the tenure of a
Royal Society of Canada Fellowship.' G. Breit and L. A. Wills, Phys. Rev. 44, 470 (1933).

~ M. F. Crawford, Phys. Rev. 47, 768 (1935).
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X3/& "=(1/d6) [(3l2)3/2 (1/2) —v& (1/2) &/2].

3 N. Gray and L. A. Wills, Phys. Rev. 38, 248 (1931).
4 M. H. Johnson, Jr. , Phys. Rev. 39, 197 (1932).
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A(J=3) = (1/6)a, +(2/3)a'+(1/6)a". (2)Each square bracket in the preceding expressions
is an abbreviation for the determinant repre-
sentation of a three-electron function as a
combination of products of three one-electron
functions.

The states of p's will now be considered. The
functions of the s electron will be symbolized
by s . They can be combined with the functions
of the p3 states without paying attention to
symmetry.

J=3.The function representing the state with
J=3, m=3, which is independent of coupling,
can be written

The a's represent the hyperfine structure inter-
action or coupling constants as in the paper of
Breit and Wills.

J=Z. The functions representing the four
states with J=2, 3/3=2 in (jj) coupling are

I = sg/3/3/3"'i,

II = (5/6)"'s, y "'—(1/+6)s, q, '"; (3)

III =s1/2y3/2"', . IV = s1/2y3/2"'.

In intermediate coupling the general function for

(1)
a state with J=2, m=2 is

I = Sl/2+5/2 ~
5/2

(2) 3 = C,I+C3II+C,I II+C4IV.
The interval factor formula obtained from this
function by the procedure of Breit and Wills' is From this we obtain

A (J= 2) =a, (1/4 —(5/12) C3') +a'((3/4) Cp+ (14/15) C3'+ (9/10) C3'+ (3/4) C4'+ (2/5+6) C3C3)

+a"((7/30) C3' —(3/20) C3' —(2/5+6) C3C3) +a"'(C&—C4) ((1/+15)C3 —3 (2/5) '/'C3). (5)

J=1.The functions representing the four states with J= 1, r/3= 1 in (jj) coupling are

I = (Q3/2)s y/3/3/3 (1/2)sl/2/1/2

S1/2 +1/2

In intermediate coupling the general function is

II = —(g3/2) s i/3&p3/3"'+ (1/2) s4/3p&/3"'. ,

IV = (g3/2) s g/3X3/3
/' —(1/2) sg/2xg/3"'.

(6)

From this we obtain

(1)i——CiI+ C3II+C3I II+C4IV. (7)

A (J=1)=a, ((3/4) C3' —1/4) +a'((5/4) Cp+ (3/2) C3'+ (5/4) C4') +a"((1/2) C33 —(1/4) C33)

+a"'L2(5/2) '"C3(CJ C4)+ C3(C4+ Ci)]. (8)

J=O. This state has no hyperfine structure and is independent of coupling.

III. INTERVAL FACTOR FORMULAE IN (jj) AND (LS) COUPLING, AND THE (jj)—(LS) TRANsFOR-
MATION MATRICES

The interval factors of the states in (jj) coupling can be obtained directly from the preceding
formulae. Consider the states with J=2. It is obvious that for one of these in (jj) coupling C|——1,
C3 C3 C4 0; for another C3 = 1, Cj ——C3 = C4 ——0; and so on for the others. The (jj) interval
factors obtained in this manner are:
J=3. Sub-group.

J=Z. Sub-grolp.

sp"': A(J =3) = (1/6)a, + (2/3)a'+(1/6)a".

sg3/3 A(J=2) = (1/4)a, +(3/4)a'.
sy3/3 A (J=2) = —(1/6)a, + (14/15)a'+ (7/30)a".

sv/3/3 A (J= 2) = (1/4) a,+ (9/10)a' —(3/20) a".
x"'. (J= )=( /4)a. +( / )a'.

(9)

(10)
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J=1.Sub-f, rouP.
sf+': A(J= 1) = —(1/4)a, +(5/4)a'.

sq'i' A(J=1)= —(1/4)a, +(3/2)a' —(1/4)a".

sq 'i' A (J= 1) = (1/2)a, +(1/2)a".
sx'": ~(J=1)= —(1/4)a. +(5/4)a'.

The interval factors of the states in (LS) coupling can be obtained from Eqs. (6, 8) by using the

(jj ) (LS—) transformation matrices. These matrices are given in Table II.
The interval factors of the states in (LS) coupling, obtained by substituting the appropriate

coefficients from the transformation matrices in the general equations, are

A ('D4) = (1/6) a,+ (2/3)a'+ (1/6)a" =(1/6)a, + (4/5) ap.

A('D2) = (1/12)a, +(11/12)a' —(2/3)a"' =(1/12)a,,+(3/5)ap.

2('S2) = (1/4)a, +(5/6)a' —(1/12)a"+(4/3)a"' =(1/4)a, .

A ('"P2) = (1/4) a,+ (3/4) a' =-(1/4) a.+ (2/5) a„.

A ('Dg) = (5/6)a'+ (1/6)a" —(2/3) a'" =a„.

A('SI) = —(1/4)a, +(25/18)a' —(5/36)a"+(20/9)a'" =—(1/4)a,

A ('D,) = —(1/4) a,+ (49/36) a' —(1/9)a"—(20/9) a"'—:—(1/4) a,+ (4/5) a,„.

2 ('P&) = (1/4) a, + (5/12) a'+ (1/3) a"+ (2/3) a"' =(1/4) a, +ap.

A ('P ) = (5/6) a'+ (1/6)a" —(2/3) a'" =a„.

(12)

In the nonrelativistic approximation for the p electron a', u", a"' can be expressed in terms of
a„as follows:

a' = (8/15) a„, a"= (8/3)a„ a"' = —(1/6) a p, (13)

where a„=2gI4p(r '). The second simplified expression given above for each interval factor is ob-
tained by using these nonrelativistic approximations for the a s.

TAm, E II. Transformation matnces, (jj)—(LS).

J=2
5$2
3D2
3P2
ID2

5 $3/2

—Q2/3
1/ Q6—1/~2—1/3

5' y5/2

0
v'2/ v'5

0
v'3/ v'5

5 p3/2

+5/3
2/+15

0—2 g2/3 +5

spa/2 J =1

+2/3 ~51—1/ Q6 3D1—1/ +2 3P1
1/3 1PI

5 pa/3

—Q2/3
5/3 +10—1/ Q6—1/ Q3

5 ps/'2

—+5/3—2/3
0
0

0
0—v'2/ v'3

1/ Q3

Q2/3—5/3 +10—1/ Q6
-1/V3

IV. INTERVAL FACTORS IN INTERMEDIATE COUPI. ING EXPRESSED IN TERMS OF TIIE COEI FICIENTS,
K S, OF THE TRANSFORMATION RELATING THE INTERMEDIATE TO THE (LS) STATES

When the coupling in a configuration tends towards (LS) it is convenient for the application of
the theory to have the interval factors expressed in terms of the coefficients, K, that relate the
intermediate states to the (LS) states. The interval factors can readily be converted into this form
by means of the (jj)—(LS) transformation matrices. In terms of the K's the interval factors are:

g(J= 2) =a, (1/4 —(1/6)Kg' —(1/4)K ' —(Q2/2+3)K2K4)

+a'((5/6) K&'+ (11/12)K2'+ (3/4) K3'+ (5 /6) K4'+ (1/3+3)K4K2+ (1/3+6) K2K4)

+a"(—(1/12)K,'+ (1/6) K4' —(1/3+3)K,K2+ (Q6/9) K2K4)

+a"'((4/3) K,' —(2/3) Kg' —(2/3) K4' —(2/3/3) K4K2+ (10/3+6) K2K4) . (14)
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A(J=-1) =vI, ,( —(1/4)Kt' —(1/4)Kg'+(1/4)K3' —(1/+2)K3Kt)

+a'((25/18) ICP+ (49/36) It 2'+ (5/12) K32+ (5/6) K4'+ (+5/9) KIK2+ (5/3+2) KgK4)

+a,
"((—5/36) K &' —(1/9)K&'+ (1/3)K3'+ (1/6)K4' —(+5/9) K„Km —(g2/3) K3K4)

+vI" '((20/9) It P —(20/9) KP+ (2/3) KP —(2/3) K4' —(2+5/9)K,K,+ (g2/3) K3K4) . (15)

V. ENERGY MATRICES IN (LS) AND (jj) COUPI ING

The coefficients, C, E, that appear in the
interval factor formulae are obtainable from the
empirical. energies of the states of the configura-
tion. To evaluate the coefficients from the
energies the energy matrices are required, prefer-
ably for both (LS) and (jj) coupling to corre-
spond to the two forms of the interval factor
formulae. Johnsont has worked out the energy
matrices in (IS) coupling. The energy matrices
in (jj) coupling can readily be obtained from his

results by means of the transformations given in

Table II; they are presented in Table III. In
the table the J=3 state is the energy datum
level.

The coefficients determined from the empirical
energies can be checked by computing the
Lande g factors from the coefficients and com-

paring them with the empirical g's. The g's can
be computed most easily via (LS) coupling since
the matrices for the g's of the (LS) states are
diagonal. Thus the g of a state with a given J
in intermediate coupling is given by Z;g;X;
summed over all the (LS) states with the given
J. The g, 's are the g factors of the (LS) states
and the X s are the coefficients in thy linear
combination that expresses the function of the
intermediate state in terms of the functions of
the (LS) states.

This investigation was carried out undcl the
direction of Professor G. Breit, and the authors
wish to thank him for his interest and advice.
One of us, M. F. C., takes this opportunity to
acknowledge the award of a Fellowship by the
Royal Society of Canada, and to thank the
Department of Physics of the University of
Wisconsin for the privilege of working here.

TwBz, E III. I n,ergy matrices, (jj ) conP/ing.

J=3
I

J=3
I=sg»

J=2
I=sP»

J=2
II =sy"»

J=2
III= sy@~

J=-2
IV=sxs»

J=1
I=ep»

J=l
II =-sP»

J=1
III =syI»

J=l
Iv=sx"»

J=O
I =sq I»

IV

1 3
;,-- Fg+- a

2

3 +15

+10 —+ ——,

1—Pig

2

3 ~15
2

4 Q2
15 Q3

2

3 +15

~ "(2-"+",)
4 g2
15 +3

1, 1——P ——CI
5

"
15

—+10 --„-+ - „-
1

IV'2 —a
tr

1, 4
„ I" +, 6I+

2tI
—+10 2

QV

g

1
JV'2

5

IV

J=O
I

tyy—~i10 ~;,
-—
t)

9
(Y

g

1. IV'.V

1——I".+ —Gt
g

C)LtI

IV'

~ "("-'--';-')
2 y 2,I"s+ - Gt ——('t
g g

2 1, 4 3
—,
—I" + —&I—- a

g 25 g

6—lyy„

25


